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Out Now: Andrew Rayel & David Gravell, “Trance ReBorn” (inHarmony
Music)

“Trance ReBorn” is the newest release from inHarmony Music label chief, Andrew Rayel,
together with production wonder kid, David Gravell. The track is the official anthem for
Andrew Rayel’s internationally broadcast radio show, “Find Your Harmony,” episode #100.

NEW YORK (PRWEB) March 09, 2018 -- Thumping. Pulsating. Sweeping. The music of mainstage electronic
dance music DJ and producer, Andrew Rayel, never fails to spark feelings of glee. Teaming-up once again with
fellow trance music producer, David Gravell, Rayel takes part in a collaboration certain to delight lovers of
melody the world over. Andrew Rayel & David Gravell’s “Trance ReBorn” (inHarmony Music) is out now.

The allure of “Trance ReBorn” is described by the track’s title. Holding an ideal balance of soaring highs and
heartstrings-tugging harmonies coupled with propulsive beats, the record is made for peak-time. The duo of
Rayel and Gravell have no qualms about melting hearts with their composition and they attack the dancefloor
with the same gusto they exhibit when performing live. Rayel’s signature acoustic piano-playing marks the
intro, signaling that something distinct is about to occur. Like celestial rays of light, demonstrative chords and
angelic backing vocals enter the picture. Eventually, synthesizers come to take over the melody where before
there was only a piano. The duo go heavy ‘n high into the lead melody, one that’s become emblematic of these
two musicians. Sensations build as if under the lid of a pressure-cooker, until….boom! A roaring 4/4 beat
tumbles down like a mountain of boulders, abolishing everything mild in its path. Trance music-lovers will
crave the beat so badly that this mammoth tune will seem like a quenching drink to parched lips. Satisfaction at
last!

Andrew Rayel has by now become accustomed to performing on the mainstage of the world’s biggest music
festivals and his abundantly hearty sets are packed with optimistic vibes and positive energy. Because “Trance
ReBorn” is so good, trance music-lovers won’t want it to end. The Extended Mix has a more noticeably
progressive coloring on the intro with a fat 4/4 beat that builds to manic energy rather quickly. A heavier,
whomping bassline will have fans screaming, “Yes!” The Extended Mix feels far denser and more substantial
than the Original Mix as Rayel and Gravell push the acoustic piano to nearly a minute-and-a-half into the track.
“Trance ReBorn” is quite simply, grand.

About inHarmony Music

Launched in September, 2017, inHarmony Music is the record label headed by Andrew Rayel and distributed
by Armada Music. As label chief and head of A&R for inHarmony Music, Rayel is the key decision-maker
when it comes to signing new artists and music. Fulfilling a lifelong dream while on his never-ending career
quest, Rayel is now able to do for new artists what Armin van Buuren did for Rayel years ago. The circle is
complete and there will be an abundant supply of lovingly curated new music ahead.

Listen to Andrew Rayel & David Gravell’s “Trance ReBorn,” here: https://IHM012.lnk.to/TRFYH100A

For information on Andrew Rayel, Mark Sixma, Fatum, MaRLo, Maro Music (Marek Walaszek), Paul
Damixie, NativeOrigin303, NKRIOT, Brussels Airlines (proud partner of Tomorrowland), Alex Ariete, Zander
and Traveler, and artists like Armin van Buuren, contact EMILY TAN Media Relations (U.S.), +1(917) 318-
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3758, EmilyEmilyTan(at)aol(dot)com. Follow EMILY TAN Media Relations on Twitter @EmilyEmilyTan and
LinkedIn http://www.linkedin.com/pub/emily-tan/4/342/70b.
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Contact Information
Emily Tan
EMILY TAN Media Relations
+1 (917) 318-3758

Online Web 2.0 Version
You can read the online version of this press release here.
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